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Omega Nu Lambda, a national honor society exclusive to online students, would like to congratulate the following members as recognized by Louisiana State University at Alexandria, Chi Chapter of ONL. The following members had to meet the criteria of completing 15 hours of online studies with a 3.2 GPA or higher for the undergraduate students, or a 3.65 GPA or higher for the graduate students.

Ms. Amber Weidner, Learner Support Coordinator, LSUA Distance Learning is the Chapter Advisor for the Chi Chapter of ONL at LSUA.

Omega Nu Lambda’s mission is to enhance the online experience by acknowledging, encouraging, and connecting the academically achieving online student community.

We applaud each of you in your success in achieving academic excellence!

We are proud to present Louisiana State University at Alexandria, Omega Nu Lambda, Chi Chapter, Class of June 2024!

Renee Babb
Mariah Mekyla Ruth Caine
Kelli L. Coleman
Cameron Keith Crisp
Jill L. Dier
Kolbie Evans
Grace Farr
Dede Fowler
Marie Giangrosso
Holly Danielle Grimet
Lyntrell Gross
Carrie Marie Hale
Samantha P. K. Harris
Kristin Hayes
Jessica Lynn Jones
Alexis Landry
Monica Lowry
April R. Mack
Lacey Manuel
Jamie Lynn Martin
Jennifer Corrine Mathews, MLT (ASCP)
Heather McBride
Rebecca B. McDonald
Laney Meaux
Casey Mitri
Ashley Mousseau
Eric Oddo
Yara Sevcan Olmo Ferrer
Kaitelon Pittman
Andrew Karam Quirk
Nicole Kathryn Rawls
Hayleigh Rousseau
Nichole Royall
Daune Elizabeth Schoel
Robin Phoenix Shaw
Melissa C. Sheets
Alyssa Sides
Harsimranjeet Kaur Sidhu-Bickham
Elisa Smith
Abigail M. Stanley
Julie M. Thurman
Belinda Eloise Turner
Yodatao Watkins
Brittany White
Jessica Lane Yother